I. INTRODUCTION
Autonomous underwater vehicles (AUVs) are used in a variety of defense, oceanographic and commercial applications. One AUV application of particular interest is the mission of autonomously localizing and classifying seabed targets. This is important in a security context in mine countermeasures (MCM), and also for the detection and remediation of unexploded ordinance (UXOs), as discussed across the literature including by Blondel, Zampolli, and others. [1] [2] [3] Existing MCM sensing techniques (such as sidescan and synthetic aperture sonar) are expensive, power-intensive, and produce images difficult for a low-power computer to interpret autonomously. We have been studying an alternate acoustic approach in which an acoustic source insonifies seabed targets while AUVs discriminate targets based on features sensed in the resulting three dimensional (3D) scattered fields. The goal for this approach is to develop a system that can be deployed on multiple inexpensive, low-powered AUVs that can perform target localization and classification in real time without human intervention. This mission is of interest because of the new generation of lowcost AUVs such as the General Dynamics Bluefin SandShark (shown in Fig. 1 ) or Riptide micro-UUV (unmanned underwater vehicle) that might be used in multivehicle networks for detecting and classifying targets, but do not have the space or power for conventional MCM sensors.
These AUVs would be fitted with inexpensive hydrophone nose arrays and onboard signal processing payloads to calculate a target's scattered amplitude as a function of the angles between the source and receiver (bistatic angle) and the angle between the source and target major axis (aspect angle) (Fig. 2) . Initial work in two 2014 bistatic scattering experiments successfully demonstrated data collection, signal processing, and simple target classification in the fixedsource, or bistatic, configuration. 4, 5 However, these experiments revealed an issue with the fixed-source geometry: the aspect angle (angle between the target's major axis and the acoustic source) significantly affects the target's radiation pattern. This paper describes our approach to solving this problem by looking instead at the multistatic scattered field that results when both acoustic source and receiver are mobile, resulting in the capture of multiple target aspect angles.
Multistatic scattering (source and receiver are mobile and separate) is well-studied in the radar context, [6] [7] [8] also been investigated in the past in the underwater context in simulation, tank, and field experiments. Simulation studies have been conducted in the multistatic space for spherical and cylindrical targets by Schmidt, Zampolli, and others to explore the implications of multiple mobile sources and receivers in a sonar network. [9] [10] [11] Tank and pond experiments by Dobbins, Blondel, Waters, and others [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] looked at different aspect angles on targets in a partial investigation of the multistatic scattering space. Ji et al. describe simulation and tank experiments that include data collection on cylinders to examine impact of aspect and bistatic angle on scattering over a limited range of bistatic angles. 17 The GOATS'98 (Ref. 18) and SITAR experiments 2 are field trials that have looked at in situ scattering from seabed targets. Multiaspect data were collected in both experiments for partial coverage of the multistatic space. Additional experiments that looked at bistatic scattering (fixed source) are well-summarized by Blondel and Pace. 19 A more common approach is to look at the monostatic return from targets at different aspect angles for a sweep of frequencies (acoustic color): examples include work by Williams et al., 20 Zampolli et al., 21 and Bucaro et al.
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In terms of work on how to use multistatic acoustic data, Yildiz et al. 23 have looked at how to process multistatic data from sonar networks to get localization and tracking using inversion. Lum et al. also looked at multistatic target localization. 24 Synthetic imaging for classification in this context has also be explored, 18 but is complicated by vehicle navigation uncertainty of not one but two or more AUVs. Tesei et al. looked at target parameter estimation of cylindrical shells based on target resonance response. 25 In the most relevant prior work, classification of target in the multistatic space using the L4 norm versus scattering angle was investigated by Blondel in tank experiments. 13 Blondel looked at scattering for three target aspect angles and multiple corresponding bistatic angles for targets with different composition, and found differences between the targets when multiple bistatic angles were observed. He also observed that the bistatic angle impacted the strength of the classification. While the feature space described by Blondel does not fully match what would be easily collected by multiple underwater vehicles, it shows that additional information is gleaned by varying both bistatic and aspect angle and suggested that that information may be used for classification by geometry and composition.
This paper looks at the specific case of how multistatic scattering data collected by mobile, AUV-based receivers around targets insonified by mobile, AUV-based sources might be used for target characterization. This initial investigation was conducted using the OASES-SCATT scattering simulator 26 so that the full range of bistatic and aspect angles could be viewed. By looking at all possible bistatic angles (0 to 359 deg) and all possible aspect angles (0 to 180 deg), we had access to a richer potential feature space for target characterization than that used by Blondel. With the scattering simulator, we were able to investigate the impact of target composition, geometry, and environmental factors on multistatic scattering fields from spheres and cylinders, and to develop target discrimination approaches. First, multistatic scattering is described and some basic simulation results shown. AUV data collection behaviors and data analysis techniques for eliminating target orientation offsets are then presented. We then explain some target characterization techniques using the processed data. Results for target classification and parameter estimation using virtual-AUV-sampled acoustic data are then discussed, along with conclusions and suggestions for future work.
II. MULTISTATIC SCATTERING METHODOLOGY
When an object is insonified by an acoustic source, it reradiates that acoustic signal. Re-radiation consists of interfering time-delayed echoes, resulting in a 3D radiation pattern containing minima and maxima. The exact features of that 3D radiation pattern, or scattered field, are determined by factors such as frequency, target geometry, target composition, and environment. The radiation pattern changes for non-symmetric targets, such as cylinders, with aspect angle, which is determine by the acoustic source direction relative to the target's major axis. A multistatic scattering field is what is sensed by a receiver at different bistatic angles when the source aspect angle changes.
A. Scattering field function
The multistatic scattering field changes as a function of bistatic and aspect angles, as well as depth and range to the target. The dependence on bistatic and aspect angle is significantly stronger than the dependence on range or depth when looking at longer ranges: the general radiation pattern as a function of bistatic and aspect angle persists across range and depth because of the interference pattern caused by multipath in the waveguide. This effect is illustrated in Fig. 3 : in the halfspace case, the target scattering continues to spread in a spherical pattern, with variations of up to 40 dB looking at simulated scattering field versus depth at a range of 20 m. Looking at a range of 20 m in the waveguide case, the variations are smaller, only 15 dB or so. In the waveguide case, an interference pattern due to surface and bottom bounces is formed that results in a breakdown of the range-depth pattern, with minimal impact on the radiation pattern versus bistatic angle. The consistency in the location of radiation pattern lobes across range and depth is illustrated in Fig. 4 , which shows the bistatic scattered field for a rigid 3-1 cylindrical target (1.5 m long, 0.5 m diameter) at three difference receiver depths and three aspect angles, with simulation parameters of a 15 m deep waveguide with a fluid sand bottom, a source frequency of 8000 Hz, a source range of 100 m and source depth of 3 m. The major features in these plots are radial in nature and persistent across depth. The interference pattern is observed in range and depth, but is less significant than the scattering amplitude changes with bistatic and aspect angle. Figure 5 shows the types of scattering amplitude features that arise in the bistatic angle versus aspect angle space for four targets: an elastic air-filled sphere, a fluid-filled cylinder, and rigid cylinder. These plots are based on simulation results in a 15 m deep waveguide with a fluid sand bottom, an 8 kHz source at 3 m depth and 100 m range, showing median scattering amplitudes between sampling ranges of 30À40 m and sampling depths of 3À5 m.
This entire space is theoretically accessible to AUVs, but sensing scattering amplitude at the full range of bistatic and aspect angles is impractical. The goal of this multistatic scattering-based target characterization methodology is rapid fully autonomous target classification. It was therefore critical to identify which parts of this large space have the greatest utility for classification, so that AUVs can be deployed in data collection behaviors to efficiently estimate target parameters.
B. Data collection behaviors
To sense the multistatic scattered field with autonomous vehicles, an acoustic source would be mounted on a source vehicle. One or more AUVs fitted with hydrophone nose arrays, time synchronized data acquisition systems and acoustic processing payloads then act as receivers. A 1 Hz repeat rate is used because source firing and receiver recording are triggered underwater using synchronization of a chip scale atomic clock to global positioning system (GPS) pulse-per-second (PPS). 27 Each second, the acoustic source fires, insonifying the target. Array data on each receiver is first processed in real time to track and localize target contacts. Once a target has been localized using a processing chain that includes beamforming, filtering, and tracking, a target classification mode is initialized for the estimated target location. The receiver vehicle that has localized a target would communicate via acoustic modem the target location to a source vehicle and additional receiver vehicles, instantiating target classification behaviors. A description of several possible multistatic sampling behaviors can be found in Ref. 28 . In one promising multistatic sampling behavior, the constant-bistatic-angle or CBA behavior, the source vehicle and one or more receiver vehicles circle the estimated target location at constant radii while maintaining selected bistatic angles between source and receivers. By sampling the full range of aspect angles for a given bistatic angle, this behavior addresses an issue introduced by the absolute target orientation to the multistatic scattering problem. The receiving AUV does not know the absolute orientation of the target, so it is not actually able to measure target scattering amplitude versus aspect and bistatic angle, A(c, h). Instead, it measures target scattering amplitude versus source and bistatic angles, A(b, h), where b is the source angle (Fig. 6 ). Note that a bistatic angle of 0 deg is monostatic (source and receiver colocated), a aspect angle of 0 deg has the target end-on to the source, and an aspect angle of 90 deg results in a the target broadside to the source. A source angle of 0 occurs when the source is directly north of the target. Figure 7 illustrates this problem. When the target orientation changes, the map of scattering amplitude versus bistatic angle and receiving angle has an offset while containing the same information. This reality precludes using direct A(b, h) for target discrimination, and it is not possible to directly sense A(c, h) without first measuring c -b. While it is possible to use regression based on the target's scattered field to estimate c, it requires a large amount of data (>15 min at one sample per second), making an approach requiring c estimation impractical for rapid target classification. 5 One sample is collected per second using our method because time synchronization is achieved by using a PPS signal to trigger both source firing and data recording.
By sampling all aspect angles at a single bistatic angle, however, a frequency analysis can be used to eliminate the offset. A Fourier transform is taken of A(b) for a constant h, resulting in frequency components that can be used for target discrimination. These frequency components, such as those shown in Fig. 8 , are the same regardless of the value of c -b and may be used to form classification models.
C. Simulations
To develop target characterization methods using multistatic data collection by vehicles in CBA behaviors, acoustic scattering fields were simulated for a variety of target types and shapes for several of environments. The SCATT-OASES acoustic simulation package was used for all scattering simulations. This acoustic simulator produces three dimensional scattering fields from selected target and source parameters in a range-independent layered environment. The scattered field for the rigid cylinder in the four environments is shown in Fig. 9 .
Virtual sampling of each simulated scattered field was used to emulate data collection by receiver AUVs in CBA behaviors with a source vehicle. This virtual sampling involved psuedo-randomly selecting N data points from the data at a particular bistatic angle, approximating data collected by vehicles attempting to circle the target at constant bistatic angle for N seconds. First, a pseudo-random receiver range and depth is selected. Within the data with that range and depth, N data points were chosen such that This sampling process is shown in Fig. 8 . Each line in the amplitude and frequency component plots represents data for a single example.
D. Target characterization
The frequency components make convenient features for target discrimination in several ways. The data in this format is well-represented by a multivariate Gaussian, and the first five components were found to contain most of the relevant information for target discrimination.
At a given bistatic angle, each target can be modelled as a multivariate Gaussian distribution based on an set of example paths generated using the virtual sampling methodology described above. New data at the same bistatic angle can be assessed compared to existing models using loglikelihood.
Each target m is modelled as multivariate Gaussian distribution N m ðl m ; R m Þ, where l m is a K Â 1 vector of means and R m is a K Â K covariance matrix based on a data matrix M m . M m is a K Â N matrix, where K is the number of frequency components used as features and N is the number of training examples. The mean vector l m is established by calculating the mean of M m for each feature and example, and R m is calculated by getting the covariance matrix. The final part of Fig. 8 shows the multivariate Gaussian for CBA sampling of a cylinder target in several 2D representations: the first frequency component versus the second, the third, and the fourth. In this example, the Gaussian model is shown to clearly capture the variability in the simulated data.
E. Metrics for Gaussian modeling
Gaussian information metrics such as KullbackÀLeibler divergence 29 can be used to compare different data sets based on the Gaussian representations. If each target m is represented using a multivariate Gaussian N m ðl m ; R m Þ, and the difference between the two targets (let us call them m ¼ 1 and m ¼ 2) can be represented using the KullbackÀLeibler divergence:
where the index, e.g., the 1 in R 1 , indicates the distribution number. New data can be compared to existing models N m using the log-likelihood probability that a new data vector x with dimensions K Â 1 belongs to a multivariate Gaussian N m :
where M m , and R m are mean and covariances of the Gaussian model. Both D KL and LL may be used to assess the similarity of models at particular bistatic angles, e.g., how similar the CBA data is for a fluid-filled versus rigid cylinder at a bistatic angle of 90 deg. Log-likelihood is used to assign characteristics to new data: LL m (x) is calculated for each target model m. The likelihood that a given example x belongs to the same class as model m y m can then be calculated as 
where P m e LL m ðxÞ is the sum of the likelihoods that the example belongs to all of the model values y m , so that the probabilities always sum to zero.
These likelihoods can be used for classification or regression. In classification, the highest likelihood category is selected as the class:
In regression, likelihood is used as weights to estimate the characteristic property of example x, y(x):
This method of characterization has advantages of giving good similarity measurements across a wide range of candidate target types, providing good physical intuition of similarities between targets, and making confidence in an estimate easy to calculate. Accuracy can calculated as the percent of correct test classifications divided by the total classifications, and confidence is the likelihood that the example belongs to the selected class. The error for a given example x, , is calculated as
where y true is the true value of y and y(x) is the regression estimate from Eq. (5). Accuracy of regression estimates are assessed based on the percentage of examples with less than a percent error compared to the maximum of the parameter being estimated, Pðjj > aÞ.
III. RESULTS
The goal of this work was to investigate the use of multistatic scattering amplitude features for target discrimination. Using simulation and virtual sampling, we were able to look at and compare data that an AUV might acquire at different bistatic angles to a source vehicle for multiple targets and environments. The following analysis examines the impact of target geometry, target composition and environment on multistatic data. We identify critical features in the bistatic angle-aspect angle sampling space accessible to AUVs in constant-bistatic-angle behaviors, and show target classification and parameter estimation. The analysis methods described here could be applied to a number of different target parameter estimation or classification problemsthese are some sample problems based on things easily tested in the existing simulation environment.
An analysis of bistatic angle utility for target discrimination is presented along with modeling and performance with selected single bistatic angles. KullbackÀLeibler divergence (D KL ) was used to assess the bistatic angles for which Gaussian models provide the maximum separation between target types. The performance of classification based on loglikelihood was assessed for the best bistatic angle using on an independently drawn simulation data set. Unless otherwise indicated, the 15 m deep waveguide with a sand bottom is used in simulations.
Simulation results showed that different bistatic angles reveal information on different target parameters, and that some bistatic angles demonstrate better robustness to changes in environment. This aligns with Blondel's multistatic classification results, 13 which showed that different bistatic angles provided different information on target characteristics over the three aspect angles he examined.
All simulation results presented here are based on training sets composed of 1000 training examples per class in the trained model, with each example consisting of N ¼ 300 data points from the simulated scattered field, selected as described in Sec. II C. All classification or regression results are based on independently drawn test sets composed of 1000 test examples per class, with each example consisting of N ¼ 300 data points from the simulated scattered field, selected as described in Sec. II C. All targets were simulated as proud on the top layer of sediment.
A. Feature space
The first six frequency components were used as features throughout. This number of components was chosen to limit computational complexity while maximizing separation between classes in the sphere versus cylinder case as indicated by D KL : increasing from six to seven features does not change information difference between sphere and cylinder target significantly.
B. Sphere versus cylinder
The baseline classification problem tested using this method was sphere versus cylinder classification. The sphere class is set to 1 and the cylinder class to À1. The model was trained on examples from the sphere and the rigid cylinder examples, and sphere, rigid cylinder, fluid cylinder, and airfilled cylinder examples were classified.
Bistatic angle selection
KullbackÀLiebler divergence between sphere and cylinder Gaussian models for multiple cylinder compositions is shown in Fig. 10 . This plot shows maximum likelihood of correct classification should occur at 150 deg and minimum likelihood of correct classification should occur at 45 deg, though most bistatic angles provide reasonable separation for sphere versus cylinder over all cylinder types. KullbackÀLeibler results on the training set were used to evaluate the "best" bistatic angle as bistatic angle selection is considered part of the training process.
Classification
Classification accuracy was calculated for 45 and 150 deg (best and worst bistatic angles) based on the application of Eq. (4) to 1000 random test examples. Class for a particular example is determined as the class with maximum likelihood, and accuracy is calculated based on the number of true positives and negatives divided by the total number of test examples. Both bistatic angles resulted in excellent separation and near-perfect classification. A bistatic angle of 45 deg resulted in 99.8% accuracy and a bistatic angle of 150 deg resulted in a 100% accuracy across all 4000 test examples (sphere, rigid cylinder, fluid-filled cylinder, airfilled cylinder). A bistatic angle of 0 deg (monostatic case) yielded a 98.7% accuracy, similar performance to the best multistatic angle.
While near-perfect accuracy might be generally suspect using a machine learning approach, we feel that it is not an artifact of our training process in this case because training and test sets are independently and randomly selected, half of the test examples were drawn from targets not included in the initial model, because of the clear difference between the signals, and because our prior results showed similar accuracies on actual AUV data using a different approach. For a constant bistatic angle, the sphere has constant scattering amplitude. Noise is added on top of that with navigation error, but even with that error the frequency components are all close to zero in our feature space. The cylinder, on the other hand, has features with constant bistatic angle that cause strong variations in the frequency components. This difference is the basis of the very high classification accuracy. Furthermore, 100% accuracies were observed with similar numbers of samples in the bistatic classification case where experimental AUV-collected bistatic scattering data were classified based on simulation-derived models. For these reasons we have some confidence that the reported 100% accuracy is not due to over-training.
C. Target composition
In the target characterization process, one parameter of interest is target composition, i.e., what the target is filled with. This is important in distinguishing, for example, clutter from unexploded ordinance in the munition detection, classification, and mitigation mission. The bistatic angle that gave the greatest likelihood for correct classification based on training data were determined to be 90 deg, and the worst bistatic angle was again 45 deg, as shown in Fig. 11 . One thousand independently drawn test examples were classified using Eq. (4). Overall classification accuracy was found to be 99.8% at 90 deg, 82.5% at 45 deg and 99.2% at 0 deg. Multistatic at a bistatic angle of 90 deg therefore provides little advantage over monostatic.
D. Target volume and aspect ratio
Another parameter of interest is target volume. Cylindrical targets with the following dimensions were simulated:
Targets 1 through 4 were used for training models, and regression was run to estimate the volume of independent examples from targets 5 and 6. A greater number of training and test targets would improve performance, but the computational time is significant to simulate the full set of bistatic and aspect angles for each target, so this training set of 4 target models and test set of 2 models was used. Two hundred fifty five degrees was found to be the bistatic angle with best target volume discrimination. Figure 12 shows the probability of an error greater than a for targets 5 and 6 across all bistatic angles. This shows the worst performance at 180 degrees and the best at 255 degrees: volume estimates of y(x) at a bistatic angle of 255 degrees is shown in Fig. 13 . This shows the worst performance at 180 deg, and the best performance at 255 deg. The monostatic case performs poorly, with a 50% chance of errors of greater than 15% of maximum volume in the training set. In comparison, the 255 case had a 10% chance of errors greater than 15% of maximum volume.
The regression is not highly accurate, but at least it does indicate which target is larger.
Interestingly, a different bistatic angle may be selected to estimate target aspect ratio (height divided by diameter): the aspect ratio of targets 5 and 6 are both 3. The performance versus bistatic angle is shown in Fig. 14 . The "good" bistatic angles are significantly different than for volume estimation: in fact, 255 deg is among the worst choices for estimating geometric aspect ratio. Instead, 105 and 165 deg stand out as particularly good. Again, a bistatic angle of 0 deg gives poor performance.
As with volume estimation, the aspect ratio regression results using this technique are not precise, but they do give a general idea of target aspect ratio. This technique clearly provides some information on target volume and aspect ratio, but the estimates are coarse. More accurate estimates would likely result from using multifrequency data and/or applying a different regression technique using a similar feature space. The most interesting part of this result is that different bistatic angles yield target size versus aspect information and that the monostatic result is poor: these facts could be exploited in multibistatic angle behaviors or classification schemes.
E. Robustness to environment
All of the above classifications and regressions used a constant, known environment for classification or regression. An important quality of any target characterization technique, however, is robustness to changes in environmental characteristics such as bottom type and water depth.
We tested the impact of environment on the Gaussian models by first simulating cylinder 1 from Table I in four  environments: A model was trained based on 1000 training examples for each environment, shown in Table II , and the KullbackÀLiebler divergence was then calculated between the model for each environment and all of the others at the tested bistatic angles. The KullbackÀLiebler divergence gives a sense of how much and at what bistatic angles the change of environment affects the model, as shown in Fig.  15 .
The maximum information difference based on environmental change occurs at a bistatic angle of 45 deg. The environment will have the greatest affect on target classification or regression at this angle, with lesser effects at other angles. Significantly, this angle was observed to have the worst performance for classification of targets based on shape or composition.
IV. CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE WORK
The preliminary analysis is promising: the models result in good classification separation between targets with different compositions and shapes. Regression results for estimating target volume and aspect angle are promising, but will require further investigation to improve overall accuracy, perhaps by incorporating multiple frequencies. Overall performance is highly dependent on bistatic angle, with different bistatic angles providing information about different target characteristics or the environment. Zero degree bistatic angle (monostatic case) did not give maximum information difference for any of the target characteristics we examined, though it provided nearly identical performance to the best multistatic angle for both sphere/cylinder classification and target composition classification. Data from multiple bistatic angles could be combined into even more effective classifiers.
Further investigation is needed to understand the frequency dependence of this phenomena, its application to different types of targets, and its translation into the field using AUVs for data collection. Discrimination of symmetric targets also needs to be addressed, perhaps by tweaking the feature space to include some constant-aspect data.
The information garnered in simulation on the importance of bistatic angle on classification of different features 
